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Pratected Behaviors and Positive Feedback

Despite the thousands of hazards faced every day,
most daily tasks go safely according to plan How
does everything go right? Safety success is a
result of all the choices made during the day
Those choices either reduce exposure enabling
employees to work in a safe manner or lead them
down the path to an eventual injury.

Almost every month the VOLTS observation
process documents about 6,000 protected acts
witnessed as part of the sampling process. These
observations and comments are only a sampling of
all the actual work going on-meaning that there
are literally hundreds of thousands of things done
right every month by employees at IPSC. Hats off
to each person for making choices to reduce
exposurel The most important part of this whole
process is to open the lines of communication
enabling everyone to help their fellow employees
make it home safely each night.

From January l through September 30, 2019, there
have been 53, 131 protected behaviors witnessed
during the observation process.

Learning to perform jobs without getting hurt is paft
of everyone's job scope. Like anything else, it
takes time to be able to learn to work safely and
efficiently. Once a job has been performed a few
times, the tendency is to staft thinking about how to
make the job safer and faster. The knowledge
gained from prior experience goes into the brain
and onto the personal hard drive in the memory
bank to be used when that job must be completed
again.

Here are some of the positive comments from last
month's observation cards written about protected
behaviors. These comments are great examples of
working safely and good reminders of the decisions
made that will get each person home in one piece.

Task Observer: Rebu ild ing Bottom Ash
crushers in the Shop.
Positive Feedback: I was able to observe two
employees rn the teardown portion of the crushers.
What I noted as being done very well was every so
often, the employees would stop and sweep up the
debris to keep their work area clean. I explained to
the employees how great of a job this was.



Task Obserued: Observed employee working
around the Receiving area.
Positive Feedback: The employee keeps his work
area clean. We discussed the irnportance of using
good body positioning to prevent back injuries.

Task Obserued: Training review of procedures for
chlorine bottle removal and replacement.
Positive Feedback: Prior to performing task,
operator did a thorough explanation of the
proce6lu!'e-ryvhat was expected and what to look for.
This is something we should do more of.

Task Observed: Using the skid steer to clean out
the trough outside coal iransfer buildings.
Positive Feedback Was wearing all necessary
PPE, wore seat belt, very aware oisurroundings. 
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Task Obserued: Maintenance Doble testing Auxiliary
Bank 4.
Positive Feedback: All the right equipment was
being used, testing_wqs ggmpleteO in a.timely
rnanner,'Auxiliary Bank 4 tested normal, and safety
first was completed.

Task Observed: Mechanic operating the plasma
cutting table.
Positive Feedback Mechanic is experienced and
knowledgeable about equipment. Safe work.

Task Observed: lnstalling the 188 conveyor
motor.
Positive feedback All mechanics were
discussing and teaching the new mechanics the job.
Good communication when installing/cleaning the
coupling.

Task Observed: Reptaced quench valve.
Positive Feedback Employee decided after old
valve was removed and a fall hazard was created,
that it would be a good idea to have a scaffold built to
access area for further work. Eyes on safety!

Task Obserued: lnstalling a new cam switch.
Positive Feedback: Used a small step ladder so it
would be easy to hook up wires. Checked that all
wires were de-energized before starting.
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the surgery showed that the tendon wasn't cut all the
way through, and Kole should be fine in time. Luckily,
that knife had been used to field dress an elk and
hadn't been sharpened again, or both of the tendons
in Kole's thumb would have been severed. This is a
pretty embarrassing experience for Kole, but we
wanted to share it because hunting season is upon
us. Knowledge helps people gain wisdom, and
everyone can learn from other people's mistakes.

I know of another instance where a friend was in a
very remote area field dressing a deer with a Havalon
razor knife and cut himself badly enough that he was
in danger of bleeding out. He was finally able to stop
the bleeding, call a friend to come get him out on a
horse, and take him to the hospital.

As many of us spend time outdoors and end up !n
some very remote areas, please take the extra time to
work safely. Watch the line of fire for yourself and
those around you whether it be here at work, dressing
a deer or elk with a razor knife, or running a chainsaw
while cutting firewood. Wtren you're in the outdoors,
always carry a first aid kit and be careful where your
hands are while you're working.


